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CTools
Overview
CTools was the in-house
learning-based CMS (content
management system)
implemented at the
University of Michigan.
Even though the system is
designed for students and
faculty, staﬀ were using the
system in ways that were not
related to learning. No one
had previously put effort into
learning about these users, so
the system continued to be
improved without their imput.
My role was to study these
users and make
recommendations.

Task
Conducted user research to understand the underserved group
of unintended users

Challenges
Advocated for a user type that was never intended or expected to
be a primary user (a new type of persona).
To draw insight from a very complex user group with many traits.

CTools

Research
Paradigm
I sought to understand this underserved
group of users by studying

Process

+ how they felt about the system
+ how the system fits in with their needs
+ how the system fits into their work
+ how the system fits in with other tools
+ actual system usage

I undertook the process of
understanding these users
and I had to:
+ Understand the space
+ Decide what data I needed
+ Design a research agenda
+ Collect the data
+ Analyze the data
+ Make design-based rec’s

Data
Sources
+ surveys
+ user log analyis
+ interviews
+ card-sorting
+ walkthroughs

CTools
Deliverables
My main deliverable was a
report for the CTools
development team.
This report included
recommendations for
improvements as well as
typical UX deliverables such
as user personas and use
cases.

CTools
User Types

Improving CTools

I was able to develop an
understanding of why and
how staﬀ used the system.

My work showed that there were a number of features in
CTools that were crucial to how staﬀ work—features that
allowed staﬀ to perform job activities that they would not
otherwise be able to perform with commercial systems. I was
able to suggest these features as the primary ones to keep
improving to achieve immediate impact.

As a result, I developed
personas. These personas
reflected different kinds of
staff, based on the kind of
work they perform.
I was also able to highlight
ways in which staff’s
understanding of the
system led to their inability
to leverage all the features
in the system, a common
finding with content
management systems.

I also showed parts of the workflow in using CTools that
allowed these users to continue to use the system without
learning about new features that would improve thir ability to
work. This part of the workflow has since been fixed.

Olark
Overview
Olark is a tech copany that
develops a customizable
web-based chat interface to
facilitate cmmunication
between customer service
and sales representatives.
Olark has two interfaces— a
client-side chat operator
interface and a chat box that
customers chat through on
the websites where the
Olark code snippet is
installed.

Task
Conducted user/marketing
research to help improve
Olark’s interface and services.
Highlighted pain points for
Olark’s potential customers,
provided insight into how to
improve Olark from current
customers’ feedback,
interpreted existing user data
as formative resarch, and
suggested future research.

Challenges
Tons of Data to sift through.
Piecing together email
correspondence into data that
could be analyzed.

+ Surveys
+ Analysis of Email Logs

Olark
Process

+ Assessment of Olark’s research needs

Since the data was already
collected, my role was to
determine how to analyze it.

+ Gathering/Organizing secondary data sources

I analyzed a post-signup
survey to find pain points,
but also relized that there
were many other insights
that could be drawn based
on user-reported
demographics.
I also used email exchanges
to a customer feedback
follow-up email to find
themes in users’ thoughts
on how Olark could improve
their interface and services.

+ Analysis
+ Reporting

Olark

One Thing
Can Do

Deliverables
My main deliverable was a
report for Olark. The report
contained my analysis of the
two main research
questions as well as some
mock-ups of UI solutions,
and places where more user
research is needed.

Top Ten Olark Improvements
RESULTS
Op Chat Interface (gen)
88
61
Integrations
TOP 10 IMPROVEMENTS FOR OLARK
LARK
NE THING L ARK CAN DO BETTER
Pricing
46
Olark asked users to respond to a simple question: “What is one thing Olark can do
Reporting & Metrics
41
better? The result of this email campaign was Olark-subscriber email exchanges with 639
40
Olark provides an important service for a lot of
Mobile
unique respondents.
Voyeurism: Ops &
39
its users, exemplified by a solid number of “kudos”
Visitor Tracking (22)
and compliments that were given even along with
2.
Op Monitoring (17)
the constructive criticism users gave (37+)There
were
29
Notifications
also a few respondents who had no advice and were
Canned responses
29
more interested in being rude (9).
Visitor Chat: Themes
20
19
Table 4 shows the top ten improvements to Olark.
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Table 4. Top 10 improvements

Chat Improvements

Notifications
Canned responses

29
29

Co-browsing
General improvement
Offline/away handling

19
11

Attachments

11
10

Pre-chat surveys
Design Transfers
End Conversation
Voice chat
Video Chat

10

11

9
8
8

Multi-Op chat

5
5

Links

5

Rich text
Better visitor list

4
4
3

Table 5: Chat-related improvements (top
three notifications

I also presented my findings
to the company via a virtual
presentation.

The Operator-facing Olark interface is the space for
mprovement. This category consisted of a
most i
of operator-facing client issues such
number
as responses, notifications, and cocanned
browsing
list shown in Table 5. Even
and the
URTHER
ORK
excluding major
operator
-facing
client
issues
like co-browsing and
canned
responses,
the
many
different
wishes for by the analysis, I recommend three potential
improve
Of the issues and improvements highlighted
ments
in this
category
the top
rated.
areas resulted
that could
provide
thebeing
greatest
impact for continued user research—canned
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responses, native/mobile clients, and the handling of notifications.
Whereas some respondents were not specific
about what improvements they wanted, there were
USER STUDY: MOBILE & NOTIFICATIONS
many cases where there was a specific issue.
While quite a few respondents seemed to want a mobile app, very few of them gave details about
These improvements
included they
the would
sometimes
what functionality
like aside from the ability to chat more easily from a device.
problematic way Only
thata few
Olark
userscurrently
specifically addresses
reported wanting mobile apps for concurrent logins as a failsafe for
the away/offline missed
interactions that (2)operators
or as a way have
of managing
ents notifications
asked for improvements
to thetheir log-in status away from the
with visitors, thedesktop
lack of ability
to usefrom
the service
to
Judging
the problems
design (2).
lark’s
web interface
as well that
as many users had with notifications, I suspect
transmit images and
documentation
directly,
andaprethat
a
mobile
app
could
provide
solution
to the problem of missed notifications by helping to
improvement fers
and
the
way
that
chat surveys to provide
route better
site visitors
to
the
correctof messages both at the desk and away from it.
flexibility
and
awareness
conversations are
operator (rather than speaking to an operator and
Further work could entail gauging this interest with current users, either through a survey of the Olark
then being transferred).
community or via email/phone interactions with users who suggested mobile apps and notification
Respond
improvements. This inquiry would ask:
of chat.o
of trans
Do users want mobile as a failsafe for missed messages?
ended.
pace for improvement codes, there are actually
Do users want mobile as a primary chat interface? The primary chat interface?

2
Because kudos sometimes meant running out s
more kudos than presented by this number

12

USER STUDY: CANNED RESPONSES
Canned responses had been brought up by a sizeable portion of Olark users. Through the
interactions between these users and Olark, it was clear there was a workaround for this type of
operator-customer interaction, but Olark subscribers still wanted a better, more direct
approach to canned messages.
As per the data presentation, it is unclear what specific aspects of canned responses these users
want. Though the data speaks to desire to be able to insert specific responses for commonly
used phrases, it is unclear how subscribers imagine this, which leads to the questions:

What do users want from a canned message?
How many canned messages?
What level of interaction with these messages?
I propose email exchanges with these subscribers where these issues can be elaborated on to extract
scenarios and use cases that can inform decisions around the design of this potential improvement.

21

Olark Outcomes
User Details

Improving Olark

Through my analysis of
post-signup survey, I was
able to tell Olark about
users’ immediate concerns. I
was also able to break these
concerns down by user
types. These user types are
the foundation for work to
establish better personas for
marketing and product
teams.

My research on the email corpus raised a list of things that users
through Olark could improve. I was able to qualitatively sort these
reponses into categories, which I could then quantify into an
ordered list. This list then provided a roadmap for which UI/UX
and marketing problems to prioritize.
I was also able to mock-up some prototypes for solutions to some
of the problems that were specifically related to the UI in order to
prove that certain suggestions would actually be implementable.
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